
 
 

 
 
 

 
―From the looks of it, the "Whatcha Say" singer is bigger and better than ever.‖ 

 

 
Hollywood’s Sexiest Shirtless Men 

Who wouldn't want to marry these abs?!‖ 
 

 
―With all due respect to Jason Derulo‘s singing, the first thing you think when you see one of his videos is ―Dude can dance.‖  The 

barrage of fluid contortions, twists, and gravity-defying acrobatics will have you wondering: Wait, did he really do that?  But there‘s no 
CGI involved—only sweat equity.‖ 

 

 



―Five months ago, Jason broke his neck, putting his entire career in jeopardy. No one knew if he‘d be able to get back on top. Now, 
he‘s proving everyone wrong.‖ 

 

 
―R&B star Jason Derulo has smooth moves, both vocally and on the dance floor‖ 

 

 
The couple that is after our own hearts are Jordin Sparks and Jason Derulo. If it isn‘t cute enough that their names both start with ―J‖, 

they are two gorgeous and talented people who happen to be in love…Jordin and Jason are great role models and an example of what 
love looks like, especially for our young lovers. 

 

 
Miami pop-R&B star Jason Derulo may compare past loves to regrettable tattoos on his new EP, but these five songs emphasize how 
he relishes in starting anew. While his past efforts (2010′s self-titled album and 2011′s Future History) shifted slyly from bubbly pop to 

polished rock and electrifying dance, the surprising Tattoos (out today, September 24) veers from one hormonal extreme to another. 
Tattoos feels either bold or heavy-handed, but it still builds anticipation, as an EP should…In Tattoos, it‘s hard to mistake new 

prospects for what he knows best. 

 

 
And the EP does tell a story. Tattoos covers every stage and emotion a relationship can bring, from the excitement of the honeymoon 

period on ―The Other Side,‖ to the fun ―Talk Dirty,‖ featuring 2 Chainz and the inevitable end on ―Tattoo‖ and ―Marry Me.‖ 

 

 
It is filled with many hits that are catchy and will leave it‘s audience with a euphoric feeling. 

  

 
The EP contains five songs – each with catchy melodies and very well-written lyrics – and it loses much of the repetitiveness found in 

his other releases…The EP is very good and catchy, and it is a disappointment that it isn‘t a full-length album. 
  

 
Jason Derulo‘s Tattoo is pop music. It‘s bubblegum. It‘s airy. It passes through your ear like an ephemeral substance, elucidating 

moments of audio bliss. And it works! 
 

https://burmail.wmg.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=iWI8fDJrBkehnJD-qjoPSzItt18WotAIJoLxbHk5Cewad12m9y3yj80ltZCyhbZjAnd_67fM17U.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fnews.radio.com%2ftag%2f2-chainz


 
Jason Derulo’s Back At It Again 

Jason Joel Desrouleaux is, simply put, a fun guy.  The Miami-born 24-year-old possesses a charming smile that‘s beyond adorable, to 
say the least.  His thirst for fashion is insatiable. His talents are evident.  His charisma‘s an asset. His work ethic could probably even 

top that of Lakers‘ Kobe Bryant. 
 

 
@ Dancing With the Stars 

―Sean Lowe could have used a little Jason Derulo magic with his trio last night. The Usher-esque R&B artist showed the audience he 
had more than recovered from his neck injury by starting off his performance in a headstand. He also did a bit of musical magic of his 
own with his rendition of his latest single, ―The Other Side,‖ where he disappeared into a magic box and then magically reappeared on 
… the other side! Jason‘s got great energy and hops. Add that to the laser lights and metallic trim and the ballroom was successfully 

transformed into Club DWTS.‖ 
 

 
@ Shephard’s Beach Resort (Clearwater Beach) 

―Derulo spent the night showcasing his dynamic dancefloor moves during hits like Whatcha Say and It Girl. Tbt* photographer Luis 
Santana said Derulo and Sparks spent a while backstage talking with fans and VIPs, but "once on the stage he was all business, 
performing his hits and dancing until the sweat pouring from his body forced him to tear his shirt off and throw it into the crowd of 

screaming ladies," Luis says. "I was an unintentional victim of a drop of Jason Derulo sweat that was flung onto my forehead during 
one of his spin moves on stage. Job hazards of concert photography!" 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
―We have to hand it to Jason Derulo -- the R&B/pop crooner appears completely unafraid to return to his ambitious choreography after 

fracturing his neck while practicing a stunt in January 2012.‖ 
 

 
―What do you get if you take one cup of the spoken word intro Eminem‗s ―Lose Yourself,‖ mix in some of Usher and David Guetta‗s 

―Without You,‖ and top it off with a healthy dose of Pitbull & Ne-Yo‗s ―Give Me Everything‖? Well, my friends, you have a recipe for a 
summer smash, served up to you by none other than Jason Derulo. Yes, his new song ―The Other Side‖ seems to have all of the 

ingredients to become a Song Of The Summer contender. Jason Derulo Has A Song Of The Summer Contender On His Hands With 
―The Other Side‖ 

 

 
“Music: Hot Singles,” 3.5 out of 4 stars 

―The R&B singer bounces back from his scary neck injury with a life-affirming electro anthem to good times‖  
(―Music: Hot Singles,‖ 3.5 of 4 stars) 

 

 
 

―It's not every day you see someone who fractured their neck just a year prior doing headstands like some sort of circus freak, unless, 
of course, said person is a circus freak. Or they're Jason Derulo. Because that's just the sort of thing the singer will be doing in the 
upcoming video for his new single "The Other Side." Back in January 2012, when Derulo was fancy-footworkin' his way through a 

rehearsal for a world tour to support his sophomore album "Future History," he pulled a move he'd done a hundred times before and it 



went wrong. Way wrong. Like nearly-left-him-paralyzed wrong. But that's just the kind of thing good comeback stories are made of, 
right? So even though "The Other Side" doesn't break the mold when it comes urban-EDM (see: Ne-Yo, Chris Brown), you can't help 

but root for Derulo anyway. And maybe even grab a glowstick.‖ 
 

 
“6 Best Music Videos of the Week” 

―Despite all his on-point and intricately choreographed dance moves, the moment in ―The Other Side‖ video that will most likely be 
ingrained into viewers‘ minds is the impressive headstand Jason Derulo does (see 3:12) in between fights with his on-screen girlfriend. 

He even tweeted about his headstand, and we think that should be enough reason for his bombshell girlfriend to forgive him.‖ 
 

 
“The 15 Best Summer Songs of 2013” 

You just knew Derulo was eventually gonna get the formula right with one of these EDM-type rave-ups, and it appears he might have 
finally hit paydirt with ―The Other Side,‖ which is starting to cross over. The song‘s not incredible, but it has all the right elements, and in 

the absence of a big Swedish House Mafia, David Guetta or Calvin Harris song (though the latter may weigh in with his ―I Need Your 
Love‖) to dominate dance-pop radio, the space may be Jason‘s for the taking. 

 

 
3 of 5 stars 

―Something very alarming happens five seconds into Jason Derulo‘s new single. "In the beginning I never thought it would be you," he 
sings in the opening bars, giving way to the sudden realisation that his Ja-sun Deruuulo tag - a catchphrase he has been keen to 
dismiss in the past ("if it doesn't feel right, we don't include it") - won't be making an appearance. Fortunately, the rest of the song 

checks all the other boxes we've come to expect from the singer; including heart-meltingly soppy lyrics ("We got closer, so you were 
eating off my spoon"), an exhilarating, electro-swizzling chorus and plenty of topless shots in the accompanying music video. The result 

is nothing we haven't heard from him before, and we wouldn't have it any other way.‖ 
 
 

https://twitter.com/jasonderulo/status/328208807232679937/photo/1


 

 
 

 
―Unlike his latest hit "The Other Side," the new song finds the pop singer taking risks with a horn-based hook that leans into his R&B 

influences.‖ 
 

 
"Talk Dirty" is Jason's new single in the U.K., and, well, we'll just come right out and say that it goes HARD. Like, unexpectedly hard. 

Like, dirrrtier than Christina Aguilera‘s X-Tina/Dirrrty phase. Set to a grimy, horn-laden beat (no, seriously, there's a SICK horn moment 
in the chorus), Jason only wants a few things from his woman… Riiiight, so we're pretty sure that neither Jason nor 2 Chainz will have 

a hard time finding anyone to talk dirty to them -- it's really just a question of whether or not they'll end up sending sexty screen shots to 
TMZ. (Because they might. #TabloidStrideOfPride). Either way, we are LOVING this jam, and we suggest you bump it up -- LOUD.‖ 

 

 
―It looks like he's landed a summer banger with "Talk Dirty."  The track's instrumentals are insane, and 2 Chainz verse has some 

outrageous one-liners on his guest appearance.‖ 
 

 
Rap Songs of the Week 

―This is the craziest song that could be a hit right now.‖ 
 

 
"Talk Dirty" is the latest single, and it's horn-heavy, splashy, braggy - it's a lot of things... While the title might suggest some sort of 

smooth downtempo nasty single, this track is totally uptempo with Derulo even singing in a slight patois with "lipstick stamps" on his 
passport. Then along comes 2 Chainz with quite the graphic bars, thereby balancing the PG-rated verses from Derulo with some X-

rated fun.  Leave it to Tity Boi to bring the kink. While JD debuted "Talk Dirty" at iHeartRadio a few weeks back, it's an official UK 
single. It's only a matter of time though before the whole world will be singing it. 

http://www.mtv.com/artists/christina-aguilera/


 

 
―Jason Derulo shows off his shirtless body, as well as some suave dance moves, in the music video for his sultry new single ―Talk 
Dirty.‖ The horn-laden beat, which essentially makes the track, provides a wild instrumental breakdown during the chorus allowing 
Derulo and his buds to burst into a choreographed dance — reinforcing the single as what‘s sure to be a dancefloor filler. The clip, 
directed by Colin Tilley (Nicki Minaj‗s ―The Boys‖ and Derulo‘s ―The Other Side‖), provides viewers with a relatively simple, but still-
entertaining visual. While it‘s mostly a pop track, ―Talk Dirty‖ has a more traditional hip-hop style video, with scantly-clad women in 

erotic positions and lots of funky choreography, laced between scenes of Derulo and special guest 2 Chainz against colorful 
backgrounds.‖ 

 

 
―During his international travels, Jason DeRulo often finds himself unable to converse with locals in their native tongue. When it comes 
to spitting game to beautiful women, however, the R&B/pop singer always manages to make himself understood. On new single Talk 

Dirty, the Warner Bros. crooner celebrates the power of lust to transcend national, cultural and linguistic borders. Producer Ricky Reed 
looks to Israeli-American pop group Balkan Beat Box for inspiration on the production tip, flipping a woodwind-driven sample from 2007 

album inclusion Hermetico. 2 Chainz caps the record off with a raunchy closing verse.‖ 
 

 
―The pop sensation defers from his usually synth heavy sound in favor of a horn-filled beat with foreign sentiments and a bit more soul. 

Despite the sonic differences, this s-xually charged song is likely to perform well on the charts.‖ 
 

 
―Jason Derulo is back and in a big way with his brand new banger ―Talk Dirty‖. The track finds the crooner linking up with the ATLien 
known as 2 Chainz, for what is bound to be a smash single. The track‘s highly infectious, raunchy tone should go over well with the 

masses and today the fellas are back with a brand new video for the track.  The interesting clip goes well with the energetic club 
banger as the fellas show off their skills. The video is packed full of color, ladies, and good vibes that makes the track take on a much 

different life. This shit is too dope‖ 
 

 
―If you‘re looking for a typical, pop-like Jason Derulo track, look elsewhere. Derulo is back, and he may sound a bit different from the 
way you remember him on his latest track, ―Talk Dirty‖. 2 Chainz adds an urban flair that remains throughout this track, leading me to 

believe we may hear this one more on Urban Radio than Top 40.‖ 
 

 
With a totally different sound, Derulo strikes again with a style inspired by the sound of the Muslim regional music, typical in Pakistan. A 
sound quite risky but with rapper 2 Chainz, make ―Talk Dirty―, an interesting and risky combination, but with high potential. I like him to 

experience with other sounds and throw something pretty cool to international music scene. 

https://twitter.com/jasonderulo
https://twitter.com/jasonderulo
https://twitter.com/2chainz


 

 
―Is Jason Derulo finally having a musical evolution?  YES! This funky hip-hop is the sound that he should have started making ages 

ago. He might even end up on urban radio. The 2 Chainz feature was a smart move. Let me find out Mr. Jordin Sparks is trying to be a 
legitimate artist.‖ 

 

 
―Jason Derulo switches up his style in the fun and flirty video for his second U.K. single ―Talk Dirty.‖ The Miami heartthrob shows off his 

abs while getting up close with some sexy ladies in the colorful scenes, while 2 Chainz adds his swag to the jazzy club banger.‖ 
 

 
―No matter what language you‘re fluent in, Jason Derulo manages to get his word out in his new video featuring 2 Chainz.‖ 

 

 
―Jason Derulo recently unleashed the music video for his latest single "Talk Dirty," and although tastefully shot, the clip features some 

sexy and intimate scenes that will surely arouse the sexual addicts.‖ 
―The "The Other Side" hit-maker, who is currently in a relationship with Jordin Sparks, didn't get too intense outside of his high impact 
dance moves, but his gorgeous model co-stars had no issues contriving their beautiful bodies to the hard-knocking track. From tight 

spaces to open stages, the ladies showed off their bootylicious dance moves, while Derulo croon intoxicating sexed-up lyrics, backed 
by 2 Chainz's raw delivery.‖ 

 

 
―Jason Derulo. 

The above is the name set to find its place on many lip tonight, following the release of his steamiest effort to date, ‗Talk Dirty‘.‖ 
―Marking a clean- but oh so dirty- departure from its once PG persona, the video for the single sees him turn up the heat to dangerous 

levels, joined by strip club anthem purveyor 2 Chainz. 
Think you know Jason? 

Think again‖ 

 
―Jason Derulo and 2 Chainz are no holds barred in the video for their new release ‗Talk Dirty.‘‖ 

 

 
―Jason Derulo lets the horns blow on his bangin new UK single ―Talk Dirty.‖ The Pop singer goes global as he gets into party mood in 

the brand new colorful music video for the Jazz inspired song.‖ 
 



 
―The track is highlighted by a sick horn section, but the clip is definitely shines a spotlight on Derulo‘s sick dance moves. In addition to 
that, the colourful video showcases a number of girls dancing and playing trumpets, and…oh, who are we kidding, there‘s just lots of 

Derulo sans shirt and we know that‘s what you want see the most.‖ 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Ah, cuteness all around. This music video will be great to play at an eventual engagement party. 
 

 
The song, which debuted on On Air with Ryan Seacrest this morning, is a sweet mid-tempo ballad in the same vein as Bruno Mars‘ 
―Just The Way You Are‖ that imagines a romantic proposal: ―We‘ll forever be in love, so there ain‘t no need to rush,‖ Derulo tells his 

lady. ―But one day I wont be able to ask you loud enough. I‘ll say, ‗Will you marry me?‘‖ It‘s all as fizzy and romantic as a glass of 
wedding champagne. 

 

 
It's sexy and it's sweet. 

 
 

 
 

Both look stunning as Derulo shows off his toned physique and the ―Tattoo‖ singer parades her slim frame. Their natural attraction for 
each other is apparent in fervid, playful displays that have a can‘t-keep-your-hands-off-each-other, almost giddy appeal. 

 



 
 Could it mean wedding bells are in the future for this couple? 

 

 
  

Man, we really hope Jason Derulo and Jordin Sparks get married. Not because they're our favorite celebrity power couple (not yet 
anyway), but because after this video he's just delivered, it'll be pretty awkward if they don't. 

 

 
In his lush R&B power ballad, Jason makes a bold relationship statement: "We'll forever be in love, so there ain‘t no need to rush/ But 

one day I won't be able to ask you loud enough/ I'll say will you marry me?/ I swear that I will mean it." BIG WORDS, friends, big words. 
Big words that are hopefully followed by a BIG ROCK. 

Anyway, now that we've heard Jason's marriage proposal, who here thinks Jordin will reply "YES, YES, 1,000 TIMES YES" via 
Instagram video? Kinda like that time she sang "Skipping A Beat" TO Jason and subsequently made us barf up rainbows? Maybe she 

could sing "Y-E-S" up G major scale, then Jason could pop out from behind a palm tree and start doing the Beyoncé/"Single Ladies 
(Put A Ring On It)" dance! (You can fit all that into 10 seconds, right?) These are just some of our most Jason + Jordin fantasies. (We 

have too much free time.) 
 

 
4 of 5 stars 

With his brand-new song ‗Marry Me,‘ Jason Derulo has simultaneously granted the world its next top wedding tune and given 
girlfriend Jordin Sparks good reason to go shopping for a fancy white gown!  

 

 
R&B singer Jason Derulo still bears boyish charm in Tattoos ballad ―Marry Me,‖ but he takes time to list his more grown-up aims from 

the very start:.. Reminiscent of Bruno Mars‗ ―Just the Way You Are,‖ ―Marry Me‖ finds that Derulo cannot propose just yet — he‘s 
waiting for when he gets his money right, as he should. Still, he sounds elated. When claps and swelling strings enter, ―Marry Me‖ turns 

into a stadium-sized ballad, as if to help match Derulo‘s earnest sentiments 
 

 
Look, we know we sometimes have trouble with the line between truth and make-believe, but to be fair, the stars sometimes make it 

really hard. Usually it's when an on-screen love becomes an off-screen one, but now it's the opposite that's got us scratching our 
heads...Well, Jordin, your wishes have come true — not only did Jason pop the question, he did it with full video and audio. The 

burning question is, was it all for show, or are these two preparing to say ―I do?‖ 
 

 
We're going out on a limb and guessing that Jason Derulo and Jordin Sparks are doing just fine! Why else, after all, would he put out a 

sweet new single inviting the love of his life to join him in matrimonial bliss? 
 



 
Jason Derulo is ready to put a ring on it 

 

 
We knew it was only a matter of time before this cutesy couple started edging toward wedding rings & a white dress.  Especially if 

Jordin's still maintaining her "virginity" status that she touted she would keep until she was married. 
Now, her man Jason Derulo just dropped a sweet song which we're pretty sure is a precursor to him asking her that question on the 

real tip. 
 

 
We‘re not sure if the two are ready to tie the knot just yet, but they sure do make a beautiful pair. 

 

 
―Marry Me‖ is exactly what you think it is, and finds Jason pouring out his love and passion for his lady friend as he prepares to take the 
next step. Full of smooth melodies and a dope pop feel, ―Marry Me‖, will definitely go over well with the masses and the radio. With its 

smooth feeling and positive message, this one will definitely do well. 
 

 
Hot on the heels of his international radio smash "The Other Side," Jason Derulo unveils his much-anticipated follow up single "Marry 

Me" today that is taken from his forthcoming third studio album Tattoos. "Marry Me" neatly shows off Derulo's vocal chops and poignant 
songwriting savvy. It's a heartfelt, hook laden and soaring melodic ballad with a proper stomp that drives home the key message of the 

song. Jason is madly, deeply in love and he wants the entire world to know. 
 

 
Romance is the name of Jason Derulo‗s game, dropping a new heartfelt love song named ‗Marry Me‘- dedicated to the love of his 

life, Jordin Sparks. 
Lifted from Derulo‘s September 24th release ‗Tattoos‗, the moving number sees the 23 year old star ditch the nightclub and set his 

sights on the alter, delivering what some are already billing his strongest release to date! 
 

 
It‘s absolutely adorable when a singer writes a song for their current lovers. Following in the steps of John Legend (who stole listeners‘ 

hearts with ―All Of Me‖), Jason Derulo releases a stream of his new song, ―Marry Me.‖ 
 



 
 ―Marry Me‖ is a very pull-on-your-heart-strings type of record. 

 
Wedding Song of the Week 

This video makes me smile so hard. I am a huge fan of Jordin Sparks and Jason Derulo's love. His latest video features Jordin as his 
love interest who he asks to marry him. Is life imitating art? Jordin say YES please! haha. Anyway, the song is beautiful and a perfect 

first dance number. 
 

 
Cue the ‗Aww!‖ noises from the audience.  

  

 
This video is truly a story of love. 

 

 
It‘s not an official marriage proposal, but we guess it‘s the next best thing. 

 

 
They‘re one of the cutest couples in pop music, and Jason Derulo shows his true love for girlfriend Jordin Sparks in his new music 

video for ―Marry Me.‖ 
  

 
There is a good chance that you will get a serious case of diabetes after watching this new vid from Jason Derulo. Not from the sugary 

pop of Jason‘s new single ―Marry Me‖ but from the frolicking love scenes between him and his real-life fiancé, singer Jordin Sparks. 
 

 
  

They definitely make one adorable couple! They're chemistry is beyond evident in the emotional music video 
 
 

 


